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1. Introduction {#jame20941-sec-0001}
===============

The Tibetan Plateau (TP), the highest mountain with the most complex topography, is known as the Third Pole of the world (Yao et al., [2019](#jame20941-bib-0071){ref-type="ref"}). A recent assessment of environmental changes over the TP shows that the regional warming rate over the last 50 years has been much larger than the global mean and those at similar latitudes, which caused a wide range of environmental changes such as ecosystem and water cycle (Chen et al., [2015](#jame20941-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}). The TP encapsulates the most widespread effects on the regional and global water cycles (Xu et al., [2008](#jame20941-bib-0067){ref-type="ref"}; Yang et al., [2014](#jame20941-bib-0070){ref-type="ref"}) and is a key factor driving the Asian monsoon (Liu & Dong, [2013](#jame20941-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"}; Zhang et al., [2015](#jame20941-bib-0085){ref-type="ref"}). However, the physical mechanisms of atmospheric processes over the TP are still not well understood due to the complex terrain and harsh environment, which make observations of the atmosphere over the TP exceptionally difficult. Available satellite data indicate that spatial scale of variabilities in surface temperature and precipitation in the region can be extremely small (Chen et al., [2016](#jame20941-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}). In addition, it is still a huge challenge for numerical models to accurately simulate the atmospheric processes over complex topography, especially for mesoscale and regional systems.

Several major field campaigns (Ma et al., [2008](#jame20941-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"}; Zhang et al., [2012](#jame20941-bib-0086){ref-type="ref"}) aimed at deepening our understanding of atmospheric processes over the TP have been performed since 1979 (Tao et al., [1986](#jame20941-bib-0063){ref-type="ref"}). These include the ongoing Third Tibetan Plateau Atmospheric Scientific Experiment (TIPEX‐III) that was initiated formally in 2013 (Zhao et al., [2018](#jame20941-bib-0088){ref-type="ref"}). However, observational data sets from field campaigns are limited by their sparse spatial and temporal coverage, in particular at the climatic timescales. Consequently, atmospheric reanalyses are often used instead of observations to explore the scientific conundrums over the TP. In addition, reanalysis has a wide range of application in atmospheric science such as monitoring climate conditions, detecting climate change, and providing data as inputs to climate models.

To provide a comprehensive characterization of the atmospheric states, global and regional reanalyses are generally generated by integrating all applicable observations into numerical weather prediction models through data assimilation methods. For instance, various generations of global reanalysis data sets including ERA‐15 (Gibson et al., [1997](#jame20941-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}), ERA‐40 (Uppala et al., [2005](#jame20941-bib-0064){ref-type="ref"}), ERA‐Interim (Berrisford et al., [2009](#jame20941-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}; Dee et al., [2011](#jame20941-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}), and the new fifth European Centre for Medium‐Range Weather Forecasts Reanalysis (ERA5; Hersbach & Dee, [2016](#jame20941-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}) have been released by the European Centre for Medium‐Range Weather Forecasts. Meanwhile, the global atmosphere Reanalysis 1 (Kalnay et al., [1996](#jame20941-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}; Kistler et al., [2001](#jame20941-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}) spanning the period from 1948 to present was developed by the National Center for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) and National Center for Atmospheric Research using three‐dimensional variational (3DVAR) data assimilation technology; this had subsequently been updated to Reanalysis 2 (Kanamitsu et al., [2002](#jame20941-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}) with newer generation models and data assimilation techniques ingesting more observations. Also using the 3DVAR method, the Global Modeling and Assimilation Office of National Aeronautics and Space Administration has updated the Modern‐Era Retrospective Analysis for Research and Applications (MERRA; Rienecker et al., [2011](#jame20941-bib-0059){ref-type="ref"}) to version 2 (MERRA‐2; Gelaro et al., [2017](#jame20941-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}). The Japanese 25‐year Reanalysis (JRA‐25; Onogi et al., [2007](#jame20941-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"}) with data from 1979 to 2004 and focusing on the Asian areas is produced by the Japan Meteorological Agency. JRA‐25 has been extended to the more sophisticated Japanese 55‐year Reanalysis in recent years (Ebita et al., [2011](#jame20941-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}; Harada et al., [2016](#jame20941-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}; Kobayashi et al., [2015](#jame20941-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}).

Aside from the above global reanalysis projects, some high‐resolution regional reanalysis projects were also launched to better resolve regional mesoscale processes, such as the North American Regional Reanalysis (Mesinger et al., [2006](#jame20941-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"}) of NCEP and Uncertainties in Ensembles of Regional Re‐Analyses (Bach et al., [2016](#jame20941-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}; Niermann et al., [2017](#jame20941-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}). The East Asia Regional Reanalysis (Yang & Kim, [2017](#jame20941-bib-0068){ref-type="ref"}, [2019](#jame20941-bib-0069){ref-type="ref"}) was developed using a four‐dimensional variational (4DVAR) data assimilation technique (Courtier et al., [1994](#jame20941-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}; Rabier et al., [2000](#jame20941-bib-0058){ref-type="ref"}) by the Korea Meteorological Administration. Zhang et al. ([2017](#jame20941-bib-0084){ref-type="ref"}) also produced a competitive regional reanalysis over mainland China by using the Gridpoint Statistical Interpolation data assimilation system and the Advanced Research WRF (ARW‐WRF; Skamarock et al., [2008](#jame20941-bib-0062){ref-type="ref"}) model. Recently, the regional Indian Monsoon Data Assimilation and Analysis (Mahmood et al., [2014](#jame20941-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"}, [2018](#jame20941-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"}), with an emphasis of support in the study of the Asian monsoon characteristics over the Indian subcontinent, has been developed using the 4DVAR method by the Met Office, the National Centre for Medium Range Weather Forecasting, and the India Meteorological Department.

Although the regional reanalyses, including those not mentioned above, have played an important role in regional weather and climate studies, reliable high‐resolution regional reanalysis over the TP is still lacking, which is at least in part due to the scarcity of observations over this region and the complexity of thermodynamic and dynamic effects induced by high terrains (Bao & Zhang, [2013](#jame20941-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}; Wang & Zeng, [2012](#jame20941-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"}). Most regional reanalyses mentioned above do not even include the TP region. Meanwhile, model configurations and data assimilation techniques are key factors that can affect the quality and stability of reanalysis over the TP. Of later, the High Asia Reanalysis (Curio et al., [2015](#jame20941-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}; Maussion et al., [2011](#jame20941-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"}) was produced by dynamical downscaling method using the WRF‐ARW model driven by the NCEP Final (FNL) data from the GFS operational model. Even without data assimilation, increasing the spatial resolution using downscaling can improve the model\'s ability to resolve processes at the mesoscale that are important for precipitation over the TP. Nevertheless, since the performance of dynamical downscaling can be critically dependent on the quality of driving fields from global/regional reanalysis (Hu et al., [2018](#jame20941-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}), it is necessary to explore the added benefits of alternative, TP‐specific reanalysis using moderate‐to‐high resolution nonhydrostatic regional models, and advanced data assimilation approaches.

In this study, the Pennsylvania State University (PSU) WRF‐EnKF system (Meng & Zhang, [2007](#jame20941-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"}; Meng & Zhang, [2008a](#jame20941-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"}, [2008b](#jame20941-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"}; Weng & Zhang, [2012](#jame20941-bib-0066){ref-type="ref"}; Zhang et al., [2006](#jame20941-bib-0075){ref-type="ref"}; Zhang et al., [2009](#jame20941-bib-0080){ref-type="ref"}; Zhang et al., [2011](#jame20941-bib-0079){ref-type="ref"}) was used to produce a regional atmospheric reanalysis at a 30‐km grid spacing over the TP and surrounding areas. The time period of this pilot reanalysis system for the development and evaluation herein was the summer (June−August) of 2015, which will be extended to a longer time period in the future to produce a newer generation Tibetan Plateau Regional Reanalysis. Among studies of reanalysis systems, very few reanalysis projects with the exception of the Twentieth Century Reanalysis (Compo et al., [2011](#jame20941-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}) generated by the Earth System Research Laboratory of National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) used the EnKF method. Notably, in spite of the inclusion of 10 members on a coarser grid, the uncertainty estimate of ERA5 produced by the Ensemble of Data Assimilations system (Isaksen et al., [2010](#jame20941-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}) is in essence generated using the 4DVAR method. Our goal for developing a regional, higher‐resolution TP reanalysis by using EnKF method is to provide a more accurate estimate of atmospheric states over the TP, particularly for the regional‐scale water cycle and precipitation that have profound consequences on the human society and ecosystems.

The design of the experiments and data used in the current study are presented in section [2](#jame20941-sec-0002){ref-type="sec"}, including a detailed description of the ensemble assimilation system, model configurations, and the observations used for data assimilation and verifications. Diagnostic methods for the WRF‐EnKF reanalysis are described in section [3](#jame20941-sec-0006){ref-type="sec"}. Finally, evaluation of the WRF‐EnKF reanalysis in comparison to ERA‐Interim, ERA5 and the summary remarks are presented in sections [4](#jame20941-sec-0007){ref-type="sec"} and [5](#jame20941-sec-0013){ref-type="sec"}, respectively.

2. Experimental Design {#jame20941-sec-0002}
======================

2.1. The WRF‐EnKF Data Assimilation System {#jame20941-sec-0003}
------------------------------------------

An intermediate‐resolution regional reanalysis over the TP was developed using the PSU WRF‐EnKF system that features coupling between the ARW‐WRF (version 3.8.1) model and the EnKF data assimilation system. As a state‐of‐the‐art data assimilation technique, the ensemble Kalman filter methodology has been widely used in atmospheric sciences in particular for numerical weather prediction (Houtekamer & Zhang, [2016](#jame20941-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}). In light of its advantages, a 40‐member ensemble was performed to produce the pilot reanalysis data set by using the PSU WRF‐EnKF data assimilation system. This WRF‐EnKF system was originally developed in Meng and Zhang ([2008a](#jame20941-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"}, [2008b](#jame20941-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"}) and Zhang et al. ([2009](#jame20941-bib-0080){ref-type="ref"}) but has since been further updated and applied in many subsequent studies including but not limited to analysis and prediction of rainfall (Bao et al., [2017](#jame20941-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}; Qiu & Zhang, [2016](#jame20941-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"}), snowstorm (Saslo & Greybush, [2017](#jame20941-bib-0060){ref-type="ref"}) and thunderstorms (Zhang et al., [2018](#jame20941-bib-0087){ref-type="ref"}), and tropical cyclones (Weng & Zhang, [2012](#jame20941-bib-0066){ref-type="ref"}; Zhang et al., [2009](#jame20941-bib-0080){ref-type="ref"}; Zhang & Weng, [2015](#jame20941-bib-0078){ref-type="ref"}). The initial ensemble perturbations were generated with balanced perturbations randomly drawn from the "CV3" background error variance option of the WRF‐3DVAR data assimilation system (Barker, [2005](#jame20941-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}; Barker et al., [2004](#jame20941-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}; Houtekamer et al., [2005](#jame20941-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}) to create 40 initial ensemble members that are used to produce the first prior estimate at the very beginning of the reanalysis. In view of the use of a moderate ensemble size and the rather coarser resolution of available observations over the TP, the horizontal and vertical localization radii used for the sounding observations were 1,200 km and 15 model vertical levels, respectively; similar configurations were shown in Zhang et al. ([2011](#jame20941-bib-0083){ref-type="ref"}) to have satisfactory performance. The covariance localization function (Gaspari & Cohn, [1999](#jame20941-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}) is similar to many other regional EnKF studies (Ying et al., [2018](#jame20941-bib-0073){ref-type="ref"}). The EnKF analysis was performed every 6 hr (0000, 0600, 1200, and 1800 UTC). The covariance relaxation method was applied to prior perturbation following Zhang et al. ([2004](#jame20941-bib-0077){ref-type="ref"}) with a relaxation coefficient of 0.8.

2.2. Forecast Model {#jame20941-sec-0004}
-------------------

Forecasts and downscale simulations were performed using the WRF model. Domain 01 (D01 in Figure [1](#jame20941-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}) was used to generate ensemble analysis, with 114 × 69 horizontal grid points at a 30‐km grid spacing and 60 vertical levels up to 10 hPa. Domain 02 (D02 in Figure [1](#jame20941-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}), with 313 × 178 horizontal grid points at a grid spacing of 10 km, was utilized to perform downscale experiments driven by the mean of ensemble analysis over D01. The same physical schemes were used in the D01 and D02, including the WRF Double‐Moment 6‐class microphysics scheme (Lim & Hong, [2010](#jame20941-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"}), the longwave radiation scheme of Rapid Radiative Transfer Model for general circulation model applications (Iacono et al., [2008](#jame20941-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}), the New Goddard shortwave radiation scheme (Chou & Suarez, [1999](#jame20941-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}), the Monin‐Obukhov similarity surface‐layer scheme (Paulson, [1970](#jame20941-bib-0055){ref-type="ref"}), the Noah land surface model, and the Yonsei State University boundary layer scheme (Hong et al., [2006](#jame20941-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}). No cumulus parameterization scheme was used in either of the model domains (D01 and D02), which follows Chen et al. ([2018](#jame20941-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}). Note that the data assimilation method used by the WRF‐EnKF system presented here is ensemble based, which is drastically different from those variational methods used for creating ERA‐Interim and ERA5, the IFS Cycle 31r2 4DVAR (Berrisford et al., [2011](#jame20941-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}) and IFS Cycle 41r2 4DVAR (Hersbach & Dee, [2016](#jame20941-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}), respectively, besides their differences in model, resolution, and physics parameterization schemes. The spatial resolution, which is globally \~79‐km (\~31‐km) horizontal grid spacing and 60 vertical levels up to 0.1 hPa (137 vertical levels up to 0.01 hPa) for ERA‐Interim (ERA5), is lower than (comparable to) the 30‐km horizontal resolution used in the WRF‐EnKF system. The IFS 4DVAR system generated the ERA‐Interim and ERA5 by assimilated the Global Telecommunications System (GTS) observations, satellite radiance data and others; however, the WRF‐EnKF reanalysis only assimilated GTS observations in the current pilot evaluation study.

![Configuration of the Weather Research and Forecasting‐ensemble Kalman filter reanalysis domain (D01) and downscale reanalysis domain (D02) over the Tibetan Plateau. The triangles and dots represent the sounding sites of Global Telecommunications System that are assimilated in the model and the intensive sounding sites, respectively. Blue and red indicate sites below and above 1,500 m (observation record starts from 700 hPa), respectively. Verification domains (west domain, WD; middle domain, MD; east domain, ED; south domain, SD) of precipitation are shown as blue boxes inside D02. The shaded color indicates the terrain height in meters.](JAME-11-2503-g001){#jame20941-fig-0001}

The initial and lateral boundary conditions (ICs and LBCs) for D01 were generated from ERA‐Interim with a horizontal grid spacing of \~79 km. After a spin‐up period from 1200 UTC 31 May to 0000 UTC 1 June 2015, the data assimilation cycles started from 0000 UTC 1 June and spanned the summer of 2015. The mean of 6‐hr ensemble forecasts (EnKF_30_En6H) of the previous cycle was used as the new IC for the next data assimilation cycle.

Downscale simulations were performed at different grid spacings for different comparisons. ERA‐I_30 and ERA5_30 at a 30‐km grid spacing over D01 were interpolated from the original ERA‐Interim (at a \~79‐km grid spacing) and ERA5 (at a \~31‐km grid spacing) reanalysis to compare with EnKF_30 (Table [1](#jame20941-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"}). The 12‐hr downscale simulations (Table [1](#jame20941-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"}) using two‐way nesting were driven by the reanalysis of ERA5_30 or ERA‐I_30 or EnKF_30. Their coarser (nested) simulations at a 30‐km (10‐km) grid spacing over D01 (D02) are referred to as ERA‐I_30_FCST, ERA5_30_FCST, and EnKF_30_FCST (ERA‐I_10_FCST, ERA5_10_FCST, and EnKF_10_FCST). Consecutive deterministic forecasts were initiated each day at the four assimilation times during the summer of 2015, each integrated for 12 hr and with outputs saved every 3 hr. Within the four 12‐hr forecasts of each day, every 3‐hourly accumulated rainfall from hour 3 to 6 and the subsequent 3‐hourly accumulated rainfall from hour 6 to 9 were concatenated to describe the diurnal evolution of precipitation in section [4.5](#jame20941-sec-0012){ref-type="sec"}. Different experiments over D01 and D02 are summarized in Table [1](#jame20941-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"}.

###### 

A Summary of Data Assimilation Forecast and Downscale Experiments

  Experiment name    Domain   Resolution (km)                          Description
  ----------------- -------- ----------------- -----------------------------------------------------------
  ERA‐I_30            D01           30          Interpolated ERA‐Interim reanalysis to 30‐km grid spacing
  ERA5_30             D01           30             Interpolated ERA5 reanalysis to 30‐km grid spacing
  EnKF_30             D01           30                     Mean of the EnKF ensemble analysis
  ERA‐I_10            D02           10              Interpolated from ERA‐I_30 to 10 km grid spacing
  ERA5_10             D02           10               Interpolated from ERA5_30 to 10 km grid spacing
  EnKF_10             D02           10               Interpolated from EnKF_30 to 10 km grid spacing
  ERA‐I_30_FCST       D01           30                    Deterministic forecast from ERA‐I_30
  ERA5_30_FCST        D01           30                     Deterministic forecast from ERA5_30
  EnKF_30_FCST        D01           30                     Deterministic forecast from EnKF_30
  ERA‐I_10_FCST       D02           10                    Deterministic forecast from ERA‐I_10
  ERA5_10_FCST        D02           10                     Deterministic forecast from ERA5_10
  EnKF_10_FCST        D02           10                     Deterministic forecast from EnKF_10
  ERA‐I_30_6H         D01           30                   6‐hr forecast result from ERA‐I_30_FCST
  ERA5_30_6H          D01           30                   6‐hr forecast result from ERA‐5_30_FCST
  EnKF_30_6H          D01           30                   6‐hr forecast result from EnKF_30_FCST
  ERA‐I_30_12H        D01           30                  12‐hr forecast result from ERA‐I_30_FCST
  ERA5_30_12H         D01           30                  12‐hr forecast result from ERA‐5_30_FCST
  EnKF_30_12H         D01           30                   12‐hr forecast result from EnKF_30_FCST
  ERA‐I_10_6H         D02           10                   6‐hr forecast result from ERA‐I_10_FCST
  ERA5_10_6H          D02           10                   6‐hr forecast result from ERA‐5_10_FCST
  EnKF_10_6H          D02           10                   6‐hr forecast result from EnKF_10_FCST
  ERA‐I_10_12H        D02           10                  12‐hr forecast result from ERA‐I_10_FCST
  ERA5_10_12H         D02           10                  12‐hr forecast result from ERA‐5_10_FCST
  EnKF_10_12H         D02           10                   12‐hr forecast result from EnKF_10_FCST
  ERA‐I_79_ORIG      Global         79                Original forecasts from ERA‐Interim data set
  ERA5_31_ORIG       Global         31                    Original forecasts from ERA5 data set

*Note*. EnKFs = ensemble Kalman filter; ERA5 = fifth European Centre for Medium‐Range Weather Forecasts Reanalysis.

2.3. Observations {#jame20941-sec-0005}
-----------------

The pilot reanalysis data sets evaluated in this study were produced by EnKF over D01 that assimilated conventional observations available from GTS platform every 6 hr. The assimilated GTS data set includes surface observation (SYNOP), radiosonde observation (TEMP), satellite wind (SATOB), aerodrome routine meteorological report (METAR), automated aircraft report (AMDAR), satellite remote upper‐air sounding (SATEM), upper‐wind report (PILOT), and space‐based GPS refractivity observation (GPSRF). The standard GTS soundings assimilated in all reanalyses, which are denoted by the triangles in Figure [1](#jame20941-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}, are only independent for verifying the 6‐ to 12‐hr WRF forecasts. Dots that represent the intensive radiosonde sites from TIPEX‐III, which are not assimilated in this study, are independent observations for verifying both the (re)analysis and the subsequent 6‐ to 12‐hr forecasts. To evaluate the reanalysis quality over the TP, independent soundings only at sites over high plateaus with elevation above 1,500 m (shown by red color in Figure [1](#jame20941-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}) were collected to verify the reanalyses (against red dots) and subsequent forecasts (against red triangles and red dots).

The Advanced TIROS Operational Sounder Level 2 (ATOVSL2) satellite‐retrieved sounding observations (Bormann & Bauer, [2010](#jame20941-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}; Li et al., [2000](#jame20941-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"}) were also used to evaluate the specific humidity and temperature of the reanalyses and forecasts. Radiance observations primarily from two series of satellites, NOAA and Metop, were used to develop the ATOVSL2 data sets. Retrieved from measurements of the Advanced TIROS Operational Vertical Sounder, ATOVSL2 global data sets contain vertical profile of temperature at 40 pressure levels from 10 to 1,000 hPa and specific humidity at 15 pressure levels from 300 to 1,000 hPa. Merged surface‐Climate Prediction Center MORPHed (CMORPH) rainfall observations (Joyce et al., [2004](#jame20941-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}; Qi et al., [2018](#jame20941-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"}; Shen et al., [2014](#jame20941-bib-0061){ref-type="ref"}) were used to evaluate the simulated rainfall over the TP.

3. Evaluation Metrics {#jame20941-sec-0006}
=====================

The reanalysis and subsequent forecasts were evaluated by calculating the mean bias and root‐mean‐square errors (RMSEs). The mean bias was defined as $$\text{Bias} = \frac{1}{n}\sum_{i = 1}^{n}\left( {M_{i} - O_{i}} \right)$$where *M* ~*i*~ and *O* ~*i*~ denote the model simulated value and observation at the *i*th (*i =* 1, 2, 3, ... , *n*) site, respectively. All the *M* ~*i*~ were interpolated from model grid to observation sites on the pressure level by the bilinear interpolation algorithm. RMSE was defined as $$\text{RMSE} = \sqrt{\frac{1}{n}\sum_{i = 1}^{n}\left( {M_{i} - O_{i}} \right)^{2}}$$

The adjusted ensemble spread following Houtekamer et al. ([2005](#jame20941-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}) was defined as $$\text{SPRD} = \sqrt{\frac{1}{N - 1}\sum_{i = 1}^{N}\left( {f_{i} - \overline{f}} \right)^{2} + \sigma_{o}^{2}}$$where *f* ~*i*~ and $\overline{f}$ represent the *i*th (*i =* 1, 2, 3, ... , *N*) ensemble member and the ensemble mean, respectively, and $\sigma_{o}^{2}$ is the observational error variance. Consistent with the innovation statistics as in (Parrish & Derber, [1992](#jame20941-bib-0054){ref-type="ref"}) commonly used for examining the consistency between ensemble spread and root‐mean difference to observations, the prior ensemble can be regarded as generally reasonable when the prior RMSE is comparable to the square root of the sum of background error variance and observation error variance (SPRD hereinafter) following Meng and Zhang ([2008b](#jame20941-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"}).

4. Results {#jame20941-sec-0007}
==========

4.1. Evaluation of Overall RMSE and Bias Against Sounding Observations {#jame20941-sec-0008}
----------------------------------------------------------------------

The WRF‐EnKF, ERA‐Interim, and ERA5 reanalysis are compared in this section. All the bias and RMSE showed in this section were calculated based on independent sounding observations at elevations higher than 1,500 m (observation record starts from 700 hPa), except for those shown in Figure [2](#jame20941-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}, which used the sounding observations that were assimilated. Figure [2](#jame20941-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"} shows the RMSE of EnKF_30 is smaller than those of ERA‐I_30 and ERA5_30, especially in terms of specific humidity (*Q*) and of horizontal winds (*U* and *V*). In general, the bias of temperature (*T*) and horizontal winds are similar in these three reanalyses, while the EnKF_30 Q shows considerably smaller bias compared to the two global reanalyses, particular to ERA‐I_30. The results implied that this pilot EnKF data assimilation system worked effectively even though only the GTS observations were assimilated. Nevertheless, we note that the EnKF_30 V wind had a slightly larger bias than ERA‐I_30 and ERA5_30 at the upper to middle levels, implying that there is still room for improving the WRF‐EnKF ensemble‐based reanalysis configurations, along with future inclusion of other observations including those from the satellites.

![Vertical profiles of mean bias (a--d) and root‐mean‐square error (RMSE; e--h) for ERA‐Interim reanalysis (green: ERA‐I_30), ERA5 reanalysis (blue: ERA5_30), and the Weather Research and Forecasting‐ensemble Kalman filter reanalysis (red: EnKF_30) verified at the Global Telecommunications System sounding sites (12 red triangles in Figure [1](#jame20941-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}) for specific humidity (a and e), temperature (b and f), *U* wind (c and g), and *V* (d and h) wind over D01 during the summer season of 2015.](JAME-11-2503-g002){#jame20941-fig-0002}

The mean bias (Figures [3](#jame20941-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}a--[3](#jame20941-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}d) and RMSE (Figures [3](#jame20941-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}e--[3](#jame20941-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}h) of *Q*, *T*, *U*, and *V* were calculated using the independent sounding observations (red dots in Figure [1](#jame20941-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}) during the summer of 2015. Figures [3](#jame20941-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}a and [3](#jame20941-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}e show that the EnKF_30 had apparent improvement in *Q* at all vertical levels when compared to ERA‐I_30 and ERA5_30. The positive bias (Figure [3](#jame20941-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}a) of ERA‐I_30 and ERA5_30 reached up to 0.4 and 0.5 g/kg at 700 hPa, while the bias of EnKF_30 was close to the zero line with a negative value less than 0.1 g/kg. Although the ERA5_30 bias is smaller than ERA‐I_30 near 500 hPa, it still is larger than the EnKF_30 bias. Consistent with the bias, the RMSE of *Q* (Figure [3](#jame20941-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}e), which was comparable with the ensemble spread underestimated shown in Figure [3](#jame20941-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}i, was also smaller than those of ERA‐I_30 and ERA5_30, except at the pressure levels from 400 to 500 hPa in ERA5_30. Generally speaking, comparable performance (Figures [3](#jame20941-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}b and [3](#jame20941-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}f) was observed in *T* between the three reanalyses except that EnKF_30 had a slightly larger error than ERA‐I_30 in the middle troposphere and ERA5_30 in the lower levels. The rank histogram indicated the ensemble spread was underestimated in *T*. Although it is beyond the scope of this study, it is foreseeable in the future we can test different relaxation coefficient or using adaptive covariance inflation methods (Yue & Zhang, [2015](#jame20941-bib-0074){ref-type="ref"}) in EnKF to have better spread of specific humidity and temperature successively while retaining the advantage in the accuracy of the analysis. The bias of *U* wind (Figure [3](#jame20941-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}c) of EnKF_30 was slightly smaller than that of ERA5_30 excluding at near surface, but ERA‐I_30 displaying a smallest bias at upper levels and a larger bias at lower levels. The RMSE of *U* wind (Figure [3](#jame20941-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}g) of EnKF_30 was larger than that of ERA‐I_30 and ERA5_30, and the ERA5_30 showed the smallest RMSE. The spread of *U* wind was reasonable based on the flat rank histogram (Figure [3](#jame20941-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}k); however, its vertical profile was far away from the RMSE of EnKF_30 at middle levels, which was likely due to the larger observation error variance (\~9 m/s) between 150 and 300 hPa according to equation [(3)](#jame20941-disp-0003){ref-type="disp-formula"}. EnKF_30 displayed a larger bias (Figure [3](#jame20941-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}d) compared to ERA‐I_30 and ERA5_30 for V wind at most levels. *V* wind (Figure [3](#jame20941-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}h) showed an analogous feature to *U* wind in terms of the RMSE for EnKF_30. However, different from the *U* wind, the *V* wind of EnKF_30 showed a reasonable vertical spread but with a slight deficiency (Figure [3](#jame20941-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}k) compared to its RMSE.

![As in Figure [2](#jame20941-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"} but verified at the intensive sounding sites (11 red dots in Figure [1](#jame20941-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}) for the ERA‐I_30 (green), ERA5_30 (blue), and EnKF_30 (red) reanalyses. Grey line displays the spread of the Weather Research and Forecasting‐ensemble Kalman filter reanalysis (EnKF_30_SPRD). (i−l) The rank histogram of posterior ensemble for *Q*, *T*, *U,* and *V*. The *y* coordinate denotes the relative frequency of the verifying observation; the *x* coordinate denotes the bins formed by the ensemble.](JAME-11-2503-g003){#jame20941-fig-0003}

Further improvements were observed in the reanalysis initiated short‐term forecast (and subsequent downscaling) than in the analysis (Figure [3](#jame20941-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}) with the WRF‐EnKF. The mean of 6‐hr ensemble forecasts (EnKF_30_En6H) from the posterior ensemble members showed notable improvement relative to that from ERA‐I_30 and ERA5_30 (ERA‐I_30_6H and ERA5_30_6H), particularly for specific humidity at all vertical levels (Figures [4](#jame20941-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}a and [4](#jame20941-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}e). The rank histogram of EnKF_30_En6H (Figure [4](#jame20941-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}i) was similar to Figure [3](#jame20941-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}i, but the ensemble vertical spread (Figure [4](#jame20941-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}e) was closer to RMSE than that of Figure [3](#jame20941-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}e. The mean bias (Figure [4](#jame20941-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}b) of *T* generally showed similar performance between EnKF_30_En6H and ERA‐I_30_6H, with a smaller bias of EnKF_30_En6H than that of ERA‐I_30_6H near 400 hPa and above 150 hPa. The *T* bias was larger than EnKF_30_En6H and ERA‐I_30_6H in term of ERA5_30_6H. The temperature RMSE (Figure [4](#jame20941-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}f) had an even smaller difference between the three forecasts with respect to that difference in Figure [3](#jame20941-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}f, and the temperature spread (Figure [4](#jame20941-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}f) of EnKF_30_En6H underestimated based on Figure [4](#jame20941-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}j was closer to its RMSE relative to the vertical spread of EnKF_30 (Figure [3](#jame20941-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}f). The bias of *U* wind exhibited an analogous shape in the EnKF_30_En6H and ERA‐I_30_6H (Figure [4](#jame20941-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}c) and was smaller than that of ERA5_30_6H at middle‐to‐upper levels. The bias of *V* wind (Figure [4](#jame20941-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}d) of EnKF_30_En6H was smaller at lower to middle levels and larger at upper levels compared to ERA‐I_30_6H, while the ERA5_30_6H showed the smallest bias than the others. The wind RMSE of EnKF_30_En6H (Figures [4](#jame20941-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}g and [4](#jame20941-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}h) was consistently smaller than that of ERA5_30_6H at lower‐to‐middle levels and ERA‐I_30_6H with a maximum difference of \~0.5 m/s, even though the wind of EnKF_30 was worse than ERA‐I_30 and ERA5_30 in Figures [3](#jame20941-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}g and [3](#jame20941-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}h. This is likely due to the advantage of the EnKF‐based reanalysis using flow‐dependent error covariance from the short‐term ensemble forecasts with a higher‐resolution, nonhydrostatic regional model, rather than due to the ensemble spread, which showed more flat rank histogram than that of posterior ensemble (Figure [3](#jame20941-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}k) for *U* wind and a positive bias (Figure [4](#jame20941-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}l) for *V* wind. Overall, the EnKF_30_En6H simulations outperform the other two 6‐hr simulations, which were initialized with ERA‐Interim and ERA5 reanalysis.

![As in Figure [3](#jame20941-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"} but verified at the independent sounding sites (12 red triangles and 11 red dots in Figure [1](#jame20941-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}) for 6‐hr forecasts driven by three reanalyses. Grey line displays the spread of ensemble forecast (EnKF_30_En6H_SPRD). The rank histogram of 6‐hr ensemble forecast shows in bottom panels (i−l). RMSE = root‐mean‐square error.](JAME-11-2503-g004){#jame20941-fig-0004}

4.2. Evaluation of Specific Humidity Against Satellite Observation {#jame20941-sec-0009}
------------------------------------------------------------------

The performances of EnKF_30 and ERA‐I_30 were evaluated against the ATOVSL2 observations (Ahn et al., [2003](#jame20941-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}; Bormann & Bauer, [2010](#jame20941-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}; Li et al., [2000](#jame20941-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"}) from NOAA19, MetopA, and MetopB satellites for temperature and specific humidity. Note that some of the radiances used to derive the satellite‐retried ATOVSL2 observations have been assimilated for the ERA‐Interim and ERA5 reanalyses (that initiated ERA‐I_30 and ERA5_30) but none was used for the WRF‐EnKF (for initiating EnKF_30). Nevertheless, regardless of which satellite observations were compared against, EnKF_30 had smaller bias and RMSE in specific humidity than those of ERA‐I_30 and ERA5_30, indicating that the specific humidity of EnKF_30 over the TP was more reliable and accurate than that of ERA‐I_30 and ERA5_30 (Figure [5](#jame20941-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}) consistent with the verification against sounding sites as shown in Figure [3](#jame20941-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}. Consistently, smaller biases and RMSE of specific humidity were also observed in terms of 6‐hr forecasts (Figure [6](#jame20941-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}) in EnKF_30_En6H relative to ERA‐I_30_6H and ERA5_30_6H except that the ERA5_30_6H exhibited a commensurate bias at middle‐to‐upper levels when compared against MetopA/MetopB. In addition, the bias and RMSE (Figures [5](#jame20941-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"} and [6](#jame20941-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}) based on MetopB observations were the smallest, followed by that of MetopA and NOAA19, probably because of different accuracy of different satellite observations, but more detailed analysis is out of scope for this work.

![As in Figure [2](#jame20941-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"} but verified against ATOVSL2 NOAA19 (a and d), MetopA (b and e), and MetopB (c and f) satellite‐retrieved observations for the specific humidity of three reanalyses over D01.Verification times are 06 UTC and 18 UTC for NOAA19 and 06 UTC and 12 UTC for MetopA and MetopB. RMSE = root‐mean‐square error.](JAME-11-2503-g005){#jame20941-fig-0005}

![As in Figure [5](#jame20941-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"} but for the 6‐hr Weather Research and Forecasting forecasts. RMSE = root‐mean‐square error.](JAME-11-2503-g006){#jame20941-fig-0006}

In summary, the independent sounding and satellite observations demonstrated that the EnKF_30 improved notably over ERA‐Interim and ERA5 in specific humidity estimation and subsequent forecasts. The improved moisture analysis will have significant implications in the precipitation analysis, and the water cycles over this region, which is one of the primary objectives in developing a regional reanalysis data set as the eventual goal. As for the verification of temperature with ATOVSL2 observation, the bias and RMSE showed comparable values for three reanalysis and forecast (not shown).

4.3. Evaluation of Specific Humidity in Spatial and Temporal Distribution {#jame20941-sec-0010}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

As the WRF‐EnKF pilot reanalysis tended to show a more accurate description for the key components of the water cycles over the TP, the daily evolution of the vertically averaged RMSE of *Q* (Figure [7](#jame20941-fig-0007){ref-type="fig"}) from 300 to 700 hPa is further examined against the same soundings used in Figures [3](#jame20941-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"} and [4](#jame20941-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}. The ERA5_30 RMSE was smaller than that of ERA‐I_30 in most days during summer, especially in June and July (Figure [7](#jame20941-fig-0007){ref-type="fig"}a). Compared with ERA5_30, the EnKF_30 RMSE showed a favorable performance. Furthermore, the 6‐hr ensemble forecast initiated from the EnKF_30 showed smaller RMSE than that from ERA‐I_30_6H and most days of ERA5_30_6H (Figure [7](#jame20941-fig-0007){ref-type="fig"}b), indicating again the advantages of the EnKF_30 in terms of specific humidity.

![Time evolution of the vertically averaged (from 300 to 700 hPa) root‐mean‐square error of specific humidity for (a) the three reanalyses and (b) the sequent 6‐hr Weather Research and Forecasting forecasts initialized from respective reanalyses during the summer season of 2015. Root‐mean‐square error is the average at 00, 06, 12, and 18 UTC for each day.](JAME-11-2503-g007){#jame20941-fig-0007}

Figure [8](#jame20941-fig-0008){ref-type="fig"} displays the horizontal distributions of vertically averaged error of specific humidity at verification sites (red markers in Figure [1](#jame20941-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}) that have observations starting from 700 hPa. The ERA5 experiment (Figure [8](#jame20941-fig-0008){ref-type="fig"}b) particularly over the sites of the eastern TP had a slightly smaller bias than the ERA‐Interim experiment (Figure [8](#jame20941-fig-0008){ref-type="fig"}a) with the largest positive value of \~0.3 g/Kg. However, the EnKF experiment (Figure [8](#jame20941-fig-0008){ref-type="fig"}c) displayed the smallest bias over most sites, which was consistent with Figure [3](#jame20941-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}a. Using more verifiable sites, the 6‐hr forecasts of ERA‐I_30 and ERA5_30 showed larger biases (Figures [8](#jame20941-fig-0008){ref-type="fig"}d and [8](#jame20941-fig-0008){ref-type="fig"}e) with the biases greater than 0.1 g/kg at most sites over the TP. The EnKF_En6H bias (Figure [8](#jame20941-fig-0008){ref-type="fig"}f) of specific humidity was less than 0.1 g/Kg over most sites, thus closer to the observations more significantly than ERA‐I_30 and ERA5_30 forecasts, except for several sites on the southeast of TP and India. The RMSE (Figures [8](#jame20941-fig-0008){ref-type="fig"}g--[8](#jame20941-fig-0008){ref-type="fig"}l) distribution characterizations of specific humidity of EnKF experiment were analogous to that of the bias in Figures [8](#jame20941-fig-0008){ref-type="fig"}a--[8](#jame20941-fig-0008){ref-type="fig"}f. Overall, the WRF‐EnKF reanalysis data sets provided more accurate spatiotemporal features of specific humidity than ERA‐Interim and ERA5.

![Spatial distribution of the vertically averaged (from 300 to 700 hPa) bias (a--f) and root‐mean square error (g--l) for specific humidity (g/kg) during the summer season of 2015. (a--c and g--i) Reanalysis fields and (d--f and j--l) 6‐hr forecasts for ERA‐Interim (a, d, g, and j), fifth European Centre for Medium‐Range Weather Forecasts Reanalysis (ERA5; b, e, h, and k), and Weather Research and Forecasting‐ensemble Kalman filter (EnKF; c, f, i, and l). The same verified sounding sites and units as in Figures [3](#jame20941-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"} and [4](#jame20941-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"} for the bias and root‐mean‐square error of specific humidity.](JAME-11-2503-g008){#jame20941-fig-0008}

4.4. Evaluation of Downscale Data Sets {#jame20941-sec-0011}
--------------------------------------

Dynamical downscaling was performed to produce high‐resolution model data sets through running 6‐ and 12‐hr deterministic forecast at a 10‐km grid spacing from ERA‐I_30, ERA5_30, and EnKF_30. The 10‐km downscale experiments were verified with the same observations as used to verify reanalyses and their forecasts in Figures [3](#jame20941-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"} and [4](#jame20941-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}. In general, the downscale experiment of the EnKF_30 was more accurate than that of the ERA‐I_30 but comparable to ERA5_30.

The bias and RMSE of the specific humidity of EnKF_10 (Figures [9](#jame20941-fig-0009){ref-type="fig"}a and [9](#jame20941-fig-0009){ref-type="fig"}e), which was interpolated into a 10‐km grid spacing from EnKF_30, was smaller than that of ERA‐I_10 and ERA5_10 as the reanalyses at 30‐km grid spacing. The EnKF_10 forecasts (EnKF_10_6H and EnKF_10_12H) biases of specific humidity were positive except near 400 hPa and smaller than that of ERA‐I_10_6H and ERA‐I_10_12H (ERA5_10_6H and ERA5_10_12H). This might result in too strong predicted precipitation, but the EnKF_10 forecasts were much closer to the observed precipitation than the WRF forecasts downscaled from ERA‐I_30 and ERA5_30. For the RMSE of the forecasts, The EnKF_10_6H and EnKF_10_12H showed a slightly larger error than ERA5_10_6H and ERA5_10_12H but smaller than ERA‐I_10_6H and ERA‐I_10_12H. The three downscale experiments had comparable temperature bias (Figure [9](#jame20941-fig-0009){ref-type="fig"}b) at the corresponding times, but the ERA‐I_10 and ERA5_10 downscale had a smaller RMSE (Figure [9](#jame20941-fig-0009){ref-type="fig"}f) than that of EnKF_10 downscale at middle levels (from 200 to 400 hPa). For wind, bias and RMSE of ERA‐Interim experiments (Figures [9](#jame20941-fig-0009){ref-type="fig"}c and [9](#jame20941-fig-0009){ref-type="fig"}d, and [9](#jame20941-fig-0009){ref-type="fig"}g and [9](#jame20941-fig-0009){ref-type="fig"}h) grown faster along forecast times than those of the ERA5 and EnKF experiments and became greater after 6 hr, except that the bias of *U* wind of three experiments was of comparable magnitudes (Figure [9](#jame20941-fig-0009){ref-type="fig"}c). Additionally, the wind bias of ERA5_10 and subsequent forecasts were the smallest, followed by the EnKF_10 and ERA‐I_10 simulations. ERA5_10_6H and ERA5_10_12H exhibited smaller magnitude for wind RMSE than EnKF_10_6H and EnKF_10_12H although the EnKF_30_En6H showed a smaller RMSE compared to ERA5_30_6H. It was found that ERA5 downscale at 10‐km grid spacing displayed an advantage than the others, followed by EnKF and ERA‐Interim downscale simulations. The compared experiments (not shown) at the 30‐km horizontal resolution displayed a similar performance to the downscale experiments at the 10‐km horizontal resolution.

![As in Figure [2](#jame20941-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"} but verified against independent sounding observations over D02 for the reanalysis as well as the 6‐ and 12‐hr Weather Research and Forecasting forecasts initialized from ERA‐I_30, ERA5_30, and EnKF_30. RMSE = root‐mean‐square error.](JAME-11-2503-g009){#jame20941-fig-0009}

4.5. Evaluation of Diurnal Precipitation {#jame20941-sec-0012}
----------------------------------------

In view of the more apparent and consistent improvement in specific humidity, further verification of precipitation using the 10‐km downscale experiments over the D02 was performed. Three‐hourly accumulated precipitation from surface‐CMORPH observations and downscale experiments are shown in Figure [10](#jame20941-fig-0010){ref-type="fig"}. According to the observations (Figures [10](#jame20941-fig-0010){ref-type="fig"}a--[10](#jame20941-fig-0010){ref-type="fig"}h), precipitation mainly occurred along the southern edge of TP during summer, which was closely related to the lifting effects of the Himalaya mountains. The averaged extreme value of accumulated precipitation within 3 hr at 0800 LST (local standard time) reached \~11 mm over the south TP slope (subdomain, SD) and 1‐3 mm over the eastern TP and India (eastern domain, ED). Notably, there were some local scattered precipitation near the lakes (e.g., Zhari Namco, Selin Co, and Nam Co, located on the middle domain \[MD\] with cyan color in Figure [1](#jame20941-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}) mostly located at the middle TP (MD), especially at 1100, 2000, and 2300 LST. The accumulated precipitation increased from 0200 LST, peaking at 0800 LST, then decreased until 1400 LST, followed by increasing again to the second peak at 2000 LST.

![Spatial distributions of 3‐hourly accumulated rainfall from different downscale forecasts (units: mm). (a--h) Observation; (i--p) ERA‐I_10_FCST downscaled ERA‐I_30; (q--x) ERA5_10_FCST downscaled ERA5_30; and (I--VIII) EnKF_10_FCST downscaled EnKF_30 at the 10‐km horizontal grid spacing.](JAME-11-2503-g010){#jame20941-fig-0010}

The rainfall forecast of the ERA‐I_30 downscale experiment (Figures [10](#jame20941-fig-0010){ref-type="fig"}i--[10](#jame20941-fig-0010){ref-type="fig"}p) showed a similar distribution and diurnal variation patterns as the surface‐CMORPH observations. However, the simulated precipitation was considerably larger along the southern edge of the TP and over the main body of TP (Figures [10](#jame20941-fig-0010){ref-type="fig"}i--[10](#jame20941-fig-0010){ref-type="fig"}k and [10](#jame20941-fig-0010){ref-type="fig"}n--[10](#jame20941-fig-0010){ref-type="fig"}p). Compared with ERA‐I_10_FCST, despite the rainfall from ERA5_10_FCST (Figures [10](#jame20941-fig-0010){ref-type="fig"}q--[10](#jame20941-fig-0010){ref-type="fig"}x) showed apparent improvement in term of precipitation intensity, which showed the maximum rainfall reduced from 40 to 25 mm within 3 hr along the southern edge of TP, ERA5_10_FCST precipitation were still more heavier than observation. The precipitation forecast from the EnKF_30 downscaling experiment (Figures [10](#jame20941-fig-0010){ref-type="fig"}I--[10](#jame20941-fig-0010){ref-type="fig"}VIII), however, simulated more reasonable precipitation including a better precipitation magnitude and less spurious rainfall over the TP. It was found that the three reanalyses simulated the best precipitation forecasts in daytime from 0800 LST to 1700 LST and the worst nighttime rainfall from 2000 LST to 0500 LST. The smallest precipitation bias was at 1400 LST in EnKF_10_FCST and the largest precipitation bias appeared at 2000 LST and 2300 LST in ERA‐I_10_FCST that could also be seen in Figure [11](#jame20941-fig-0011){ref-type="fig"}. The performance of reanalyses in different times of the day could be captured from the variation of rain rates (Figure [11](#jame20941-fig-0011){ref-type="fig"}), which were calculated and spliced from the forecasts driven by the reanalyses at 0800 LST, 1400 LST, 2000 LST, and 0200 LST. It indicates that the reanalyses (ERA‐Interim, ERA5 and WRF‐EnKF) from 0200 LST to 0800 LST showed the best rainfall forecasts than that from 1400 LST to 2000 LST while they showed the largest rainfall bias in their forecasts in the night. Consequently, three reanalyses should be improved during the night particular for rainfall forecasts of 2000 LST and 2300 LST in future, even though the WRF‐EnKF initiated forecasts have improved much compared to ERA‐Interim and ERA5 forecasts. Besides the data assimilation, the differences between the ERA reanalyses and the WRF‐EnKF analysis could also be partially contributed by the different physics schemes used in the ERA forecast models and the WRF model. The relative contributions of data assimilation and model configurations to the improvement deserve future investigations. The precipitation variation (not shown) from downscale experiments over D01 at the 30‐km grid spacing (ERA‐I_30_FCST or ERA5_30_FCST or EnKF_30_FCST) had an analogous shape, but a weaker intensity than the precipitation of the 10‐km grid spacing (ERA‐I_10_FCST or ERA5_10_FCST or EnKF_10_FCST), which can also be seen in Figure [11](#jame20941-fig-0011){ref-type="fig"}. This was likely due to better resolvability of mesoscale precipitation at the finescale grid (10 km) using fully explicit precipitation than that at the coarse‐grid (30‐km) domain that relies heavily on cumulus parameterizations.

![Diurnal cycles of D02‐averaged hourly rainfall from different downscaled forecasts. The black line represents observation, the bold (light) green line represents ERA‐I_10_FCST (ERA‐I_30_FCST), the bold (light) blue line represents ERA5_10_FCST (ERA5_30_FCST), the bold (light) red line represents EnKF_10_FCST (EnKF_30_FCST), and the magenta and purple lines represent the rain rate of the original forecasts (ERA‐5_31_ORIG and ERA‐I_79_ORIG) from fifth European Centre for Medium‐Range Weather Forecasts Reanalysis (ERA5) and ERA‐Interim at \~31 and \~79 km grid spacing respectively. The *x* coordinate shows the time using local standard time. LST = local standard time.](JAME-11-2503-g011){#jame20941-fig-0011}

Diurnal cycles of hourly rain rate over D02 from observation, three reanalysis simulations at 10‐ and 30‐km grid spacing, ERA5_31_ORIG, and ERA‐I_79_ORIG were compared in Figure [11](#jame20941-fig-0011){ref-type="fig"}. ERA‐I_79_ORIG (bold purple) not only overestimated the precipitation with an averaged rain rate of \~0.34 mm/hr but also showed an erroneous diurnal cycle of rainfall with a maximum value of \~0.38 mm/hr at 1400 LST and a minimum value of \~0.27 mm/hr at 2000 LST. In contrast, the ERA5_31_ORIG (bold magenta) rainfall showed a reasonable diurnal variation but with a averaged rain rate of \~0.21 mm/hr that was larger than the CMORPH observational analysis, while there was still a 3‐hr delay in the diurnal precipitation peak compared to CMORPH. ERA‐I_30_FCST and ERA‐I_10_FCST (green lines) had a better diurnal cycle of rain rate than that of ERA‐I_79_ORIG though still with a larger value than the observation with the minimum of \~0.2 mm/hr and the maximum of \~0.44 mm/hr. The relatively better rain rates from ERA5_30_FCST and ERA5_10_FCST (blue lines) correctly caught the diurnal variation in comparison to ERA5_31_ORIG. Furthermore, the ERA5 simulations were closer to satellite‐observed rain rates than ERA‐Interim simulations. The rain rates (red lines) of EnKF_30_FCST and EnKF_10_FCST had similar diurnal variation pattern and comparable rainfall intensity to the observations, except that the evening peak was slightly overestimated. The largest difference between observation and three downscale experiments was \~0.27 mm/hr at 2000 LST in ERA‐Interim experiment, followed by ERA5 and EnKF experiments. These findings suggest that the prototype WRF‐EnKF reanalysis had considerable advantages in simulating diurnal precipitation over the TP in comparison to ERA‐Interim and ERA5.

Different features in the diurnal variations of hourly rain rate were observed over the four TP subregions (Figure [12](#jame20941-fig-0012){ref-type="fig"}). The West Domain (WD) region showed a similar diurnal cycle pattern to the whole D02 domain, in which ERA‐I_30_FCST and ERA‐I_10_FCST showed notable moist bias, while EnKF‐based forecasts (EnKF_30_FCST and EnKF_10_FCST) were much smaller. The EnKF‐based downscale rainfall over WD had a comparable performance to ERA5_31_ORIG, ERA5_30_FCST, and ERA5_10_FCST evaluated against CMORPH observation; the latter had a better fit from 0500 LST to 1400 LST, while the former had a better fit from 1400 LST to 2000 LST. Over the MD of the TP region, the EnKF‐based forecasts better captured the diurnal cycle of precipitation than the ERA‐Interim (ERA5) forecasts at the 79‐ (31‐), 30‐, 10‐km grid spacing due to the reducing of spurious precipitation. In contrast, ERA5_31_ORIG and the rain rates of ERA5 downscale experiments over MD was better than those downscaled from ERA‐Interim. The ED had a local rainfall center over the TP with a mean hourly rain rate of \~0.1 mm/hr. Compared with ERA‐Interim (ERA‐I_30_FCST, ERA‐I_10_FCST, and ERA‐I_79_ORIG) and ERA5 precipitation (ERA5_30_FCST, ERA5_10_FCST, and ERA5_31_ORIG), the EnKF‐based precipitation simulation well captured the shape and scale of diurnal cycle over ED, except that its rainfall bias were larger than that of observation and ERA5_31_ORIG during the night. This improvement depended on the more accurate WRF‐EnKF reanalysis as clearly shown by the bias and RMSE in Figure [8](#jame20941-fig-0008){ref-type="fig"} over the ED area. In term of ERA‐I_30 downscaled rainfall products, ERA5_30_FCST and ERA5_10_FCST rainfall over ED displayed a comparable diurnal cycle and slightly smaller bias, while ERA5_31_ORIG had an apparent smaller rainfall bias.

![As in Figure [11](#jame20941-fig-0011){ref-type="fig"} but evaluated over the blue domains (west domain, WD; middle domain, MD; east domain, ED; south domain, SD) as shown in Figure [1](#jame20941-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}.](JAME-11-2503-g012){#jame20941-fig-0012}

The primary precipitation center of the TP was located over the south domain (SD). Rainfall simulation over this region was still a challenge for most current numerical weather prediction models (Feng & Zhou, [2012](#jame20941-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}; Maussion et al., [2011](#jame20941-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"}; Maussion et al., [2014](#jame20941-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"}; Wang & Zeng, [2012](#jame20941-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"}), likely due to its complex terrains and related complicated dynamic and thermodynamic processes (Lin et al., [2018](#jame20941-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"}; Zhou et al., [2018](#jame20941-bib-0089){ref-type="ref"}). The biases of the EnKF‐based forecast rainfall (red lines) were much smaller than those of the ERA‐Interim forecasts (green and purple lines) over SD during the daytime, primarily due to the better moisture in the WRF‐EnKF reanalysis as discussed in Figure [10](#jame20941-fig-0010){ref-type="fig"}. In term of ERA5 simulations (blue and magenta lines), the rain rates of EnKF‐based forecast showed an analogous performance with smaller bias in the day and larger bias in the night. Overall, the rainfall diurnal cycle and intensity from downscaled forecasts initialized with the WRF‐EnKF reanalysis showed distinct advantages in comparison to ERA‐Interim and ERA5 over the TP region.

Frequency bias (Jermey & Renshaw, [2016](#jame20941-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}) was calculated using surface‐CMORPH rainfall observation over a 6‐hr period and same threshold (1, 8, and 16 mm) for ERA‐Interim, ERA5, and WRF‐EnKF simulated rainfall (10‐ and 30‐km) during the summer of 2015. All three simulation experiments (Figures [13](#jame20941-fig-0013){ref-type="fig"}a and [13](#jame20941-fig-0013){ref-type="fig"}b) overestimated the occurrence of low‐threshold events (1 mm) in June, but the EnKF showed the smallest precipitation bias. The occurrence of low‐threshold events (1 mm) were underestimated in July and August by EnKF simulation; however, ERA5 simulation captured more accurate low‐threshold events regardless of 10‐ or 30‐km horizontal resolution. For frequency bias of 8‐mm events (Figures [13](#jame20941-fig-0013){ref-type="fig"}c and [13](#jame20941-fig-0013){ref-type="fig"}d), it was overestimated in ERA‐Interim forecasts at coarse and fine‐scale resolution, but EnKF forecasts were close to a perfect score, followed by the ERA5 experiment with a slight overestimation. The noticeable overrepresentativity of 16‐mm events was displayed in Figures [13](#jame20941-fig-0013){ref-type="fig"}e and [13](#jame20941-fig-0013){ref-type="fig"}f for ERA‐Interim rainfall at 10‐ and 30‐km grid spacing. With reference to above, ERA5 rainfall only had a slight overestimation while EnKF rainfall closely approached to the observed proportion of high‐threshold events at both grids spacing. The frequency bias of different threshold indicating that the WRF‐EnKF reanalysis are better than ERA‐Interim and ERA5 to capture the intense precipitation events.

![Time evolutions of daily frequency bias of precipitation in the downscaled forecasts driven by ERA‐Interim (green), fifth European Centre for Medium‐Range Weather Forecasts Reanalysis (ERA5; blue), and Weather Research and Forecasting‐ensemble Kalman filter (EnKF; red) reanalysis at 10‐km (a, c, and e) and 30‐km (b, d, and f) grid spacing over D02. Setting the precipitation thresholds: 1 mm (a, b), 8 mm (c, d), and 16 mm (e, f) over the 6‐hr accumulation period.](JAME-11-2503-g013){#jame20941-fig-0013}

Figure [14](#jame20941-fig-0014){ref-type="fig"} shows the evolution of rainfall RMSE from the ERA‐I_30, ERA5_30, and EnKF_30 downscale forecasts during the summer of 2015. EnKF_30_6H (EnKF_30_12H) had a smaller RMSE (Figures [14](#jame20941-fig-0014){ref-type="fig"}a and [14](#jame20941-fig-0014){ref-type="fig"}b) than ERA‐I_30_6H (ERA‐I_30_12H). However, the performance of EnKF_10_6H (EnKF_10_12H), which was slightly worse than that of EnKF_30_6H (EnKF_30_12H), had a comparable improvement to ERA5_10_6H (ERA5_10_12H). In detail, the rainfall RMSE of WRF‐EnKF 6‐ to 12‐hr simulations were larger (June), comparable (July), and smaller (August) than those of ERA5 simulations at 10‐ and 30‐km grid spacing. For three experiments, the rainfall error for the forecasts at the 10‐km grid spacing was larger than that of the forecasts at the 30‐km grid spacing. Overall, the WRF‐EnKF reanalysis had a consistent improvement in rainfall simulations for the whole experiment period compared to ERA‐Interim simulations and showed a competitive performance in comparison to ERA5 simulations.

![Time evolution of root‐mean‐square error (RMSE) of the precipitation in the ERA‐Interim (green), fifth European Centre for Medium‐Range Weather Forecasts Reanalysis (ERA5; blue), and ensemble Kalman filter (EnKF; red) downscaled forecasts (6 and 12 hr) at 10‐ (bold) and 30‐km (dashed and circled) grid spacing over D02.](JAME-11-2503-g014){#jame20941-fig-0014}

5. Summary and Conclusions {#jame20941-sec-0013}
==========================

This study evaluated an ensemble‐based intermediate‐resolution regional reanalysis over the Tibetan Plateau for the summer of 2015 against the soundings with site altitude higher than 1,500 m including intensive radiosonde observations from the TIPEX‐III project of China and independent GTS radiosonde observations, as well as the ATOVSL2 satellite sounder observations. Diurnal variations of precipitation were further compared with rainfall observations (surface‐CMORPH rainfall) from Chinese Precipitation Analyses for two short‐period forecasts that are driven by the ERA‐Interim, ERA5, and WRF‐EnKF reanalysis at 30‐ and 10‐km grid spacing, respectively.

The experiments showed that the WRF‐EnKF reanalysis of *Q*, *T*, *U*, and *V* approached the observations significantly after only assimilating GTS observations by the PSU WRF‐EnKF data assimilation system. Independent verification against the conventional soundings indicates that the WRF‐EnKF reanalysis and 6‐hr ensemble forecast of specific humidity had a clear advantage over those of ERA‐Interim and ERA5 in both spatial and temporal distributions. This result was further confirmed by the verification against satellite sounder observations. The specific humidity of 6‐ to 12‐hr deterministic forecast by downscaling the WRF‐EnKF reanalysis produced smaller (comparable) forecast errors than those of ERA‐Interim (ERA5). The temperature displayed a comparable performance in different reanalyses or forecasts (ensemble forecasts and downscale forecasts), though the ERA‐Interim and ERA5 had advantage in the horizontal wind analysis. However, for 6‐hr ensemble forecast and 12‐hr deterministic downscale forecast driven by the ensemble analysis and its mean, their wind errors were smaller and grown slower than those by ERA‐Interim reanalysis but larger than those by ERA5 reanalysis when only compared with 12‐hr deterministic downscale forecast from the WRF‐EnKF reanalysis.

The precipitation forecast initialized from the ensemble‐based WRF‐EnKF reanalysis was more accurate than forecasts using ERA‐Interim and ERA5 particularly in terms of precipitation magnitude and spurious rainfall. In addition, the diurnal variation of precipitation of the EnKF‐based forecast, which corrected the extreme values of rain rate and reduces the rainfall errors demonstrably, had a clear improvement in comparison to rainfall forecasts from ERA5 and ERA‐Interim including the original and downscaled rainfall. The forecast precipitation of WRF‐EnKF could more accurately capture the proportion of intense precipitation events based on the frequency bias over 6‐hr period. These improvements should come primarily from the benefits of the more accurate WRF‐EnKF reanalysis at a higher resolution, which was produced using a state‐of‐the‐art ensemble data assimilation system and a nonhydrostatic regional model.

Despite the WRF‐EnKF experiments showing an encouraging performance in specific humidity, precipitation, and diurnal variation of rain rate over the TP by assimilating only conventional observations, the WRF‐EnKF reanalyses of temperature and wind may need further improvement compared to ERA5, which assimilated much more observations including radiances from NOAA‐18/NOAA‐19, METOP‐A/METOP‐B, and other satellites. Ongoing research seeks to further improve the prototype regional WRF‐EnKF system through direct assimilation of all‐sky radiances (Minamide & Zhang, [2017](#jame20941-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"}, [2018](#jame20941-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}; Zhang et al., [2016](#jame20941-bib-0076){ref-type="ref"}). Moreover, a larger domain covering the whole Tibetan Plateau and/or higher‐resolution convection‐permitting data assimilation (Ying & Zhang, [2018](#jame20941-bib-0072){ref-type="ref"}) will be considered for the WRF‐EnKF reanalysis in the future study, as well as the use of more advanced assimilation techniques including En3DVar and En4DVar (Zhang et al., [2013](#jame20941-bib-0081){ref-type="ref"}; Zhang & Zhang, [2012](#jame20941-bib-0082){ref-type="ref"}).
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